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In this research, the effects of cooperative learning on mathematics achievement in
Turkey were examined by meta-analysis method. For this purpose, the average
effect size value and the average effect size values of the moderator variables
(cooperative learning technique, education level, learning domain and
implementation period) were calculated. MetaWin and Comprehensive MetaAnalysis (CMA) statistical programs were used for the analysis. Based on the
inclusion criteria, 59 effect size values for 47 studies were calculated. Hedges's g
coefficient was used when the effect sizes were calculated and the confidence level
was accepted as 95%. The average effect size value was 0,840 with 0,077 standard
error which was calculated by the random-effects model. As a result, the effects of
cooperative learning on mathematics achievement is moderate and positive.
Keywords: cooperative learning, mathematics, achievement, meta-analysis, learning
INTRODUCTION
Cooperative learning is the learning model where the students work together as small
groups and help to each other’s learning (Slavin, 2015). Cooperative learning is a type
of learning strategy in which face-to-face communication is provided and interpersonal
tasks are presented to the students in addition to a determined learning opportunity in
constructed groups (Johnson & Johnson, 1994). In cooperative learning model, the
activities based on cooperation within small groups in the classroom are carried out at
maximum level (Richards & Rodgers, 2001). Learning depends on the information
exchange among group members. Each group member is both responsible for their own
learning and being motivating for increasing the learning of other members in the group
(Olsen & Kagan, 1992). The purpose of students’ cooperation is to achieve learning
target.
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Cooperative learning is an alternative classroom structure and it makes developing
learning, positive peer relationships and positive attitude towards the school easier
(Johnson & Johnson, 1989). This learning model not only creates a learner centered
environment but also helps teachers in classroom management (Sharan, 1994). The
groups or group members are not active alone. The teachers also actively operate in
constructing the groups. The teachers need to design the activities for providing the
group members with fertile study conditions. Additionally, the group members need to
have acquired some certain social skills to study with each other efficiently. From this
viewpoint, the teachers should provide their students with acquiring some social skills.
Depending on the project structure, the groups can study for a few minutes or for a few
months in cooperative learning (Slavin, 1997). Group members are responsible for both
their own learning and the others. Any group members target the achievement of all
other group members. Thus, a mutual commitment among group members develops
(Stevens, 2008). Hence, the group members support and motivate each other. Peer
relationships develop among group members. The students acquire some social skills.
Each group activity does not mean cooperative learning. An activity should include five
main elements as positive interdependence, individual responsibility, supportive face-toface communication, social skills and evaluation of group process in order to be
cooperative (Johnson & Johnson, 1989; Johnson & Johnson, 1999).
Positive interdependence is individual perceptions of setting connections with others
anyway (Johnson & Johnson, 1999). In cooperative learning, the works of each group
member will help others. Each of the group members will think that anyone will not be
able to achieve if they are not successful. The teacher can create positive
interdependence among group members by determining learning tasks.
Personal responsibility includes evaluating and sharing each group member’s
performance with other group members. It is purposed to strengthen each group member
in cooperative learning and the group members are regarded as responsible for the work
they undertake (Johnson & Johnson, 1999). Therefore, personal responsibility is
motivating for group members. It provides increase of cooperation and information
sharing among group members.
Face-to-face supportive interaction includes the behaviors of group members such as
supporting each other’s efforts, encouraging each other. Some cognitive activities arise
when group members promote each other’s learning (Johnson & Johnson, 1999). The
more face-to-face interaction is experienced among group members, the easier they
understand each other’s thinking processes and interact socially.
Social skills improve intrapersonal and interpersonal skills of the group members.
Unqualified group members cannot perform an efficient cooperation (Johnson &
Johnson, 2009). The skills like leadership, communication, decision making, trust
building should be taught to group members (Johnson & Johnson, 1999). Each group
member should be promoted for using these skills.
Evaluation of the group process includes at which degree the group members reached
their objectives and how efficiently they maintained relationships (Johnson & Johnson,
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1999). The group members decide on the beneficial behaviors and necessary activities.
They determine the necessary activities that should be done during ongoing process.
Thus, they can identify and solve existing problems. Thus, they can continue for
reaching mutual objectives in a healthier way.
Cooperative learning is an overall concept used for maintaining and organizing in-class
instruction (Johnson, Johnson & Stanne, 2000). Different cooperative learning
techniques are stated in the literature. The most common ones of these are as follow:
learning together (LO), team-game-tournament (TGT), group research, constructive
discussion, jigsaw, students teams achievement divisions (STAD), complex instruction,
team assisted instruction, cooperative learning structures, and cooperation-assisted
combined reading and writing (Johnson, Johnson & Stanne, 2000). Each of these
techniques has its own original rules. Some techniques are more rule-based whereas
others are more flexible. The teachers can apply these techniques according to their
teaching objectives.
There are numerous scientific studies investigating the effect of cooperative learning on
mathematics achievement in Turkey. In these researches, effects of different cooperative
learning techniques at different educational levels, with different samples and in
different implementation periods have been investigated. Different results have been
obtained by these independent researches. More extensive evaluations can be done by
combining these researches. Hence, the researches will be able to holistically approach
the subject and to direct their studies. At that point, the role of meta-analysis studies
arises. By meta-analysis, results of similar studies done independently can be combined
by statistical method and interpreted coherently (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007).
Investigating the literature, there are meta-analysis studies examining the effect of
cooperative learning on mathematics achievement. Çapar and Tarım (2015) examined
the local and international studies done between 1988 and 2010 in their research. They
calculated the overall effect of cooperative learning on attitude and achievement. In
addition, they calculated and interpreted the effect of educational level, learning domain,
cooperative learning technique and experiment period on achievement. Çelik (2013)
examined the local studies between 2005 and 2011 in his study examining the effect of
alternative instruction methods on mathematics achievement. He calculated the overall
effect of 12 studies based on cooperative learning among alternative methods in his
study. Şad, Kış and Demir (2017) calculated 16 cooperative learning-based studies’
overall effect between 2006 and 2010 in their study examining the effect of modern
learning approaches on mathematics achievement. When the studies are overviewed, it
is seen that they examined the cooperative learning-based studies done before 2013.
Thus, it can be said that a contemporary meta-analysis study is needed on this subject.
The local studies based on cooperative learning and done between 2000 and 2017 have
been examined in this study. The overall effect of cooperative learning on mathematics
achievement has been calculated and interpreted within this scope. Additionally, the
effect of cooperative technique implemented, educational level, learning domain and
implementation period on achievement has been calculated and the findings have been
interpreted.
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METHOD
Research Design
It is aimed to combine and statistically evaluate the findings of independent studies
examining the effect of cooperative learning on mathematics in this research. Metaanalysis technique is used in the research. Meta-analysis provides an overall evaluation
by the statistical analysis of quantitative data obtained in independent studies on a
certain subject (Glass, 1976; Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). Effect size value is used to reach
standard values in the evaluation of the results of independent studies with meta-analysis
(Mertens, 2010). This value reflects the size of the relationship between two variables
(Ellis, 2010). Effect size value provides independent study result with being
standardized and evaluated based on the same criterion. Some steps are followed in
meta-analysis studies. First the problem is identified. Then problem-related literature is
scanned. The studies reached in the literature are coded according to some certain
criterion. After this stage, the statistical analysis of the studies is performed and the
findings are interpreted (Pigott, 2012; Sánchez-Meca & Marín-Martínez, 2010). The
mentioned stages are performed in this study, as well.
Data Collection
The research data was collected between December 1, 2017 and January 15, 2018. The
local researches examining the effect of cooperative learning on mathematics
achievement comprised the data resources of the research. For accessing the related
studies, Council of Higher Education (CoHE) National Thesis Center, National
Academic Net and Information Center (ULAKBİM), Google Scholar and Education
Resources Information Center (ERIC) databases were scanned by primarily “işbirlikli
öğrenme ve matematik (Turkish equivalent of cooperative learning and mathematics)”,
“cooperative learning and mathematics” keywords. Then the keywords “birlikte
öğrenme”, “takım-oyun-turnuva”, “grup araştırması”, “yapılandırmacı tartışma”,
“jigsaw”, “öğrenci takımları başarı bölümleri”, “karmaşık öğretim”, “takım destekli
öğretim”, “işbirlikli öğrenme yapıları” (all are the Turkish equavalents of the following
keywords) were written next to “mathematics” were scanned. Finally, “learning
together”,
“teams-games-tournaments”,
“group
investigation”,
“constructive
controversy”, “jigsaw”, “student teams achievement divisions”, “complex instruction”,
“team accelerated instruction” and “cooperative learning structures” keywords were
written next to “mathematics” and scanned. In the end 80 studies were accessed. The
studies that would be included in meta-analysis were chosen by following criterion.
1) The studies should be done between 2000 and 2017.
2) The studies should be done in Turkey.
3) The language of the studies should be either Turkish or English.
4) The studies should be open to access at CoHE, ULAKBIM, Google Scholar and
ERIC databases.
5) The pre-test/post-test control grouped experimental pattern should be applied in
the studies.
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6) Cooperative learning techniques should be implemented to the experiment group
and traditional teaching methods should be implemented to the control group in
the studies.
7) The statistical values of experiment and control groups that are necessary for
calculating effect sizes such as average, standard deviation value, sample size etc.
should be given should be given in the studies.
In accordance with these criteria, 80 studies were reached. It was identified that there
were articles produced from post-graduate thesis among the studies and only the articles
were included in meta-analysis within this scope. There are more than two experiment
groups in some studies. For the studies in this context, the effect sizes were calculated as
many as the experiment groups and these studies were coded by adding letters such as a,
b, c next to the study year. Consequently 47 studies were included in meta-analysis and
59 effect values were calculated in relation with these studies.
Coding Data
In terms of inclusion criteria, a coding form was created. Study number, study name,
study year, study authors, study type, sample size, sample’s educational level, learning
domain, implementation period, sample sizes of experiment and control groups, mean,
standard
deviation values and validity-reliability information on measurement
instruments were stated in the form. The information about the studies that would be
examined through meta-analysis was separately coded by two researches to these forms.
Then the forms were compared. No difference was found between two forms coded by
researchers. By this means it was purposed to include the data of the studies in metaanalysis unerringly.
Data Analysis
There are two approaches as fixed effect model and random effect model for calculating
effect sizes through meta-analysis (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins & Rothstein, 2009).
The decision of which one of the two approaches will be used is made according to the
distribution of effect sizes. Q statistics is used to calculate the distribution of these effect
sizes. Q statistics tests the homogeneity of the calculated effect sizes (Hedges & Olkin,
1985). If the distribution is homogenous at the end of Q statistics fixed effect model is
used if it is heterogeneous random effect model is preferred (Ellis, 2010). One of the
methods that can be used for testing distribution is I2 statistics. I2 statistics can provide
more detailed results about distribution (Petticrew & Roberts, 2006). The value
calculated by I2 statistics is between 0% and 100%. 25% represents low level of
heterogeneity, 50% medium level of heterogeneity and 75% high level of heterogeneity
(Cooper, Hedges & Valentine, 2009). Both Q and I 2 statistics were utilized in this study.
The normal distribution plot of the effect sizes was obtained by MetaWin program.
Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (CMA) was used for funnel scatter plot, forest plot,
publication bias, effect sizes and the analysis of moderator variables.
For determining publication bias, funnel plot and Rosenthal’s fail-safe N (FSN) statistics
were examined. It means that there is no bias if the effect sizes of the studies show a
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symmetrical distribution around overall effect size in funnel plot (Borenstein et al.,
2009). The results are resistant to publication bias if the FSN value calculated as a result
of fail-safe N statistics is larger than observed study number (Rosenthal, 1991). Meanly,
as the FSN value increases, the possibility of bias decreases dependently. Additionally
Mullen, Muellerleile and Bryant’s (2001) suggestion -based on fail-safe N statistics- for
using the formula N/(5k+10) (k is the number of the studies included in meta-analysis)
was assisted. The fact that the numerical value obtained through treatment based on the
formula is larger than 1 means that the results are away from bias.
Hedge’s g was used for calculating effect sizes and confidence level was accepted as
95% in calculation. Interpreting the calculated effect sizes, the criteria was accepted like
that it is weak if between 0 and 0.20, it is small if between 0.21 and 0.50, it is medium if
between 0.51 and 1.00, and it is large if higher than 1 (Cohen et al., 2007, p. 521). The
cooperative learning technique assisted in the study, learning domain, implementation
period, educational level and sample size were determined as moderator variables.
FINDINGS
The descriptive statistics of the studies examining the effect of cooperative learning
techniques on achievement in mathematics teaching process in Turkey is shown in Table
1.
Table 1
The Descriptive Statistics of the Studies Examining the Effects of Cooperative Learning
on Mathematics Achievement
Study Type

Study Year

Education Level

Learning Domain

Implementation Period

Total

Article
Doctoral Dissertation
Master’s Thesis
2000-2004
2005-2009
2010-2014
2015-2017
Elementary School
Middle School
Higher School
Undergraduate
Mathematics
Geometry
Mathematics and
Geometry
1 -5 hours
6-10 hours
11-15 hours
16-20 hours
21-25 hours
26-30 hours
31 or more hours
Unidentified

Frequency
24
2
21
6
16
12
13
20
21
3
3
30
9

Percentage (%)
%51.06
%4.3
%44.6
%12.76
%34.04
%25.53
%27.65
%42.55
%44.68
%6.38
%6.38
%63.82
%19.14

8

%17.02

1
2
3
10
4
3
4
20
47

%2.12
%4.25
%6.38
%21.27
%8.51
%6.38
%8.51
%42.55
100
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Looking at Table 1, it is seen that 24 of the studies included in meta-analysis are articles
(51.6%), 21 of them are master’s thesis (44.6%) and 2 of them are doctoral dissertations
(4.3%). In terms of years, the largest number of study was written between 2007 and
2017 (7 studies for each, 14.89%). In terms of educational level, it can be stated that
middle schools (21 studies, 44.68%) and elementary schools (20 studies, 42.55%) were
mainly focused. 30 of the studies performed are related to mathematics (63.82%), 9 are
related to geometry (19.14%), 8 are related to both mathematics and geometry (17.02%)
learning domains. In the studies where the implementation period was stated as hours, it
is seen that 16-20 hours (10 studies, 21.27%) of implementation was done majorly.
The Findings about the Effect of Cooperative Learning on Mathematics
Achievement
Normal distribution plot was observed for determining the suitability of 47 studies’
effect sizes for being combined by meta-analysis. Normal distribution plot of the study
effect sizes is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1
Normal distribution plot of the effect sizes of the studies included in meta-analysis
Investigating Figure 1, the effect sizes of studies distribute within the borders of pointed
confidence interval shown by dotted line at the right and left sides of normal distribution
line. Accordingly, it can be said that the effect sizes show normal distribution and they
can be combined statistically by meta-analysis.
Funnel scatter plot of the studies included in meta-analysis is given in Figure 2 in order
to determine the possibility of publication bias before calculating the effect sizes of the
studies.
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Figure 2
Funnel plot related to the effect sizes of the studies included in meta-analysis
Investigating Figure 2, it is shown that the effect sizes majorly scatter almostsymmetrically at the middle part of the funnel plot and at left and right sides of the
vertical line indicating the combined effect size. Since the distribution is not absolutely
symmetrical, Rosenthal’s fail-safe N (FSN) statistics was assisted in order to determine
the probability of publication bias. Statistical information is given in Table 2.
Table 2
Rosenthal’s FSN Statistics Results
Bias Condition
Z value for observed studies
P value for observed studies
Alpha
Direction
Z value for Alpha
Number of Observed Studies
FSN

24,16517
0,00000
0,05
2
1,95996
59
8910

As seen in Table 2, N (FSN) value was calculated as 891. According to N/(5k+10)
formula (Mullen et al., 2001) 8910/(5*59+10) the calculation is 29,213. According to
this calculation, it can be identified the studies included in meta-analysis are resistant to
publication bias.
Homogeneity value for fixed effect model and random effect model, average effect sizes
and confidence intervals are given in Table 3 in order to determine the model which will
be selected for calculating effect sizes of the studies.
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Table 3
Average effect sizes and lower and upper values of confidence interval according to
effect model
Model

Average
Effect Size
Value (ES)

Fixed
Random

0,761
0,840

95% Confidence
Interval for Effect
Size
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound
0,697
0,825
0,683
0,997

Standard
Error (SE)

Homogeneity
Value (Q)

0,033
0,080

339,497

Degree
of
Freedom
58

I2

p

82,916

0,000

Looking at Table 3, the homogeneity value of the studies meta-analyzed according to
fixed effect model was calculated as Q=339,497. The critical value of 58 degree of
freedom is 76,778 at chi-square table at 95% significance level. Consequently, it is seen
that Q value is larger than the critical value (339,497) that corresponds to 58 degree of
freedom (for df=58 x2=76,778) in chi-square table. Regarding this finding, it can be said
that the studies meta-analyzed show a heterogeneous distribution. Additionally, I2 value
with 82.916% addresses high level of heterogeneity. Random effect model was preferred
for calculating the average effect sizes of the studies meta-analyzed depending on this.
The average effect size value calculated by random effect model is 0,840 with standard
error 0,080. This effect size is at medium level according to Cohen et al. (2007).
Regarding this, it can be said that cooperative learning positively affects mathematics
achievement.
The forest plot illustrating the distribution of the effect sizes values of the studies metaanalyzed according random effect model is given in Figure 3.
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Figure 3
Forest plot of studies’ effect sizes according to random effects model
The squares in Figure 3 indicate the effect sizes of the studies while the area of the
square indicates the weight of the studies’ effect sizes in overall effect size. The
numerical values about these weights are given at the right part of the plot. The lines
appearing at two sides of the squares represent the lower and upper bound of these effect
sizes at 95% confidence interval. The rhomb at the lowest part of the squares shows
overall effect size. It is seen that the smallest effect size is -0,716, the largest one is
3,511 when the calculated effect sizes are examined. 4 effect sizes values among 59
values are negative. Accordingly it can be said that the effect of implemented
cooperative technique is on behalf of experiment group in 55 studies.
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The Findings about Effect Sizes in Terms of Implemented Cooperative Learning
Technique
The effect sizes calculated in terms of implemented cooperative technique are given in
Table 4.
Table 4
Effect size differences in terms of implemented cooperative learning technique
Variable
Cooperative
Learning Technique
Knowledge
Exchange Technique
Learning Together
Supported by
Multiple Intelligence
Pairs Check
Team-Assisted
Individualization
Student Teams
Achievement
Divisions
Teams-GamesTournaments

Homogeneity
Value Between
Groups (QB)

p

24,996

0,000

n

Average Effect
Size Value
(ES)

95 % Confidence
Interval for Effect Size
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound

Standard
Error (SE)

3

0,223

-0,174

0,620

0,203

7

0,953

0,238

1,669

0,365

5

1,179

0,700

1,658

0,244

4

0,280

-0,140

0,699

0,214

8

0,814

0,141

0,537

1,090

16

1,113

0,769

1,458

0,176

4

0,411

0,175

0,648

0,121

The inter-groups homogeneity value (QB) in terms of implemented cooperative
technique was calculated as 24,996. The critical value of 6 degree of freedom is 12,592
in chi-square table at 95% significance level. It is seen that Q value is larger than the
critical value that corresponds to 6 degree of freedom in chi-square table (QB=24,996,
p=0,000). Regarding this, there is a statistically significant difference between groups in
terms of implemented cooperation technique. According to the findings, multiple
intelligence-assisted cooperative technique and STAD have the maximum effect on
mathematics achievement. According to Cohen et al. (2007) the calculated effect size
values of these two techniques have a large level of effect. In addition, learning together
and cluster-assisted individualization techniques’ effect sizes are almost large.
The Findings about Effect Sizes in Terms Educational Level
The effect sizes calculated in terms of educational level are given in Table 5.
Table 5
Effect size differences in terms of educational level
Variable

Educational
Level
Elementary
School
Middle School
Higher School
Undergraduate

Homogeneity
Value Between
Groups (QB)

p

6,521

0,089

n

25
26
5
3

Average Effect
Size Value
(ES)

95 % Confidence
Interval for Effect Size

Standard
Error (SE)

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

0,729

0,545

0,913

0,094

1,046
0,295
0,991

0,761
-0,337
0,532

1,331
0,928
1,451

0,145
0,323
0,234
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The inter-groups homogeneity value (QB) in terms of educational level was calculated as
6,521. The critical value of 3 degree of freedom is 7,815 in chi-square table at 95%
significance level. It is seen that Q value is smaller than the critical value that
corresponds to 3 degree of freedom in chi-square table (QB=24,996, p=0,000).
Regarding this, there is not a statistically significant difference between groups in terms
of educational level.
The Findings about Effect Sizes in Terms of Learning Domain
The effect sizes calculated in terms of learning domain are given in Table 6.
Table 6
Effect size differences in terms of learning domain
Variable

Learning
Domain
Mathematics
Geometry
Mathematics
and Geometry

Homogeneity
Value Between
Groups (QB)

p

6,452

0,040

n

Average
Effect Size
Value
(ES)

95 % Confidence
Interval for Effect
Size
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound

Standard
Error (SE)

37
11

0,823
1,101

0,594
0,858

1,052
1,344

0,117
0,124

11

0,643

0,380

0,907

0,135

The inter-groups homogeneity value (QB) in terms of learning domain was calculated as
6,452. The critical value of 2 degree of freedom is 5,991 in chi-square table at 95%
significance level. It is seen that Q value is larger than the critical value that corresponds
to 2 degree of freedom in chi-square table (QB=6,452, p=0,040). Regarding this, there is
a statistically significant difference between groups in terms of learning domain.
According to Cohen et al. (2007) the calculated effect size values of geometry learning
domain has a large level of effect.
The Findings about Effect Sizes in Terms of Implementation Period
The effect sizes calculated in terms of implementation period are given in Table 7.
Table 7
Effect size differences in terms of implementation period
Variable
Implementation
Period
11-15 hours
16-20 hours
21-25 hours
26-30 hours
31 or more hours
Unidentified

Homogeneity
Value Between
Groups (QB)

p

10,594

0,060

n

Average Effect
Size Value
(ES)

95 % Confidence Interval
for Effect Size
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound

Standard
Error (SE)

3
12
8
3
5
25

0,318
0,838
0,659
0,490
0,519
0,998

-0,207
0,377
0,393
-0,817
0,257
0,766

0,268
0,235
0,136
0,667
0,134
0,118

0,842
1,300
0,926
1,797
0,781
1,229
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The inter-groups homogeneity value (QB) in terms of implementation period was
calculated as 10,594. The critical value of 5 degree of freedom is 11,070 in chi-square
table at 95% significance level. It is seen that Q value is smaller than the critical value
that corresponds to 5 degree of freedom in chi-square table (QB=10,594, p=0,060).
Regarding this, there is not a statistically significant difference between groups in terms
of implementation period.
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
59 effect sizes of 47 studies were calculated in this study examining the effect of
cooperative learning on mathematics achievement. 4 of these values are negative and
other 55 are positive. This result points out that the implemented cooperative learning
techniques are on behalf of experiment group in 55 studies. In other words, cooperative
learning positively affected mathematics achievement in 55 studies. The average effect
size value calculated according to random effect model is 0,840. This value means
medium level of effect according to Cohen et al. (2007). Accordingly, it can be stated
that cooperative learning techniques increase mathematics achievement. This result is
similar to the results revealed by Şad, Kış and Demir (2017), Çapar and Tarım (2015),
Çelik (2013) and Tarım (2003).
The implemented cooperative learning technique, educational level, learning domain
and implementation period of the studies included in meta-analysis were identified as
moderator variables and effects sizes according to these variables were calculated. Thus,
it was tested whether the effect of cooperative learning on mathematics statistically
differed in terms of moderator variables.
In terms of the implemented cooperative technique, multiple intelligence-assisted
cooperative technique (ES=1,179) and STAD technique (ES=1,113) have the maximum
effect on mathematics achievement. Learning together (ES=0,953) and cluster-assisted
individualization (ES=0,814) techniques follow these. Çapar and Tarım (2015) have
stated that the most effective cooperative techniques are learning together,
unconstructed and STAD in their study. It is identified that STAD is effective in both
studies.
Any statistically significant difference between groups cannot be found in terms of the
educational level where cooperative learning techniques are implemented. Regarding
this, it is understood that cooperative learning has the same effect on mathematics
achievement at elementary, middle school, high school and undergraduate levels. This
result is consistent with the study results of Şad, Kış and Demir’in (2017) while it is
different from the study results of Çapar and Tarım (2015). Çapar and Tarım (2015)
found out that cooperative learning majorly effective at undergraduate level in their
studies.
A statistically significant difference between groups was found in terms of the learning
domain cooperative learning was implemented. Accordingly, cooperative learning is
mostly effective in geometry. This result is consistent with the study results of Çelik
(2013).
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A statistically significant difference cannot be found in terms of implementation period
between groups. Thus, it can be said that different implementation periods in
cooperative teaching have similar effect on mathematics achievement. Çapar and Tarım
(2015) reached similar findings in their study.
In this study, the effect of cooperative learning on mathematics achievement was
examined. The effect of cooperative learning on self-efficacy, attitude and motivation
can be examined in future researches. Only the studies done in Turkey were examined in
the research. More extended results can be obtained by accessing international studies.
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